**Brother 2340CV Fabric Removal**

**Fabric Removal Method 1:**

This method pulls the needle threads to the back of the fabric to lock them. You will still need to tie a knot and weave in your thread ends.

1. Pull out some slack on the needle threads after thread guide 2. If you do not have nets on your needle thread, you might be able to skip this step.

2. Raise the needles to the highest position. Push back on the presser foot lifter to raise it to the extra-high position while you insert a thin, narrow tool (the needle screwdriver will work) behind the needle threads. Let go of the presser foot lifter.

3. Hold down the needle thread tension release buttons while you use the tool to pull the needle threads out to the front edge of the machine.

4. Transfer the needle thread loops onto a pair of scissors and clip the needle threads at the edge of the machine.

5. Hold down the looper thread tension release button while you pull your fabric straight to the back.

6. Cut the looper thread, leaving a tail on the fabric.

The needle thread is now pulled to the back.

Note: The tension dials sometimes turn a little when you push the tension release buttons, so check that you did not inadvertently change your tension settings as you removed the fabric.

**Fabric Removal Method 2:**

This method does not secure the needle threads, so the stitches might start unraveling as you remove the fabric. This method is useful if you want to remove your stitches, or if your thread breaks or jams.

Open the door on the front of the machine to expose the looper. Pull the looper release knob to move the looper to the right. If you have a thread jam you might need to gently push the looper to the right while you pull on the knob.

Hold down the needle thread tension release buttons while you pull back on your fabric. Check that your tension settings are still correct.

Push the looper back into place and close the front cover.

Cut the threads.